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Introduction 

The MSP Builder RMM Suite provides an advanced, highly customizable tool for auditing endpoint 

computers. In addition to the nearly 200 data points that we collect daily, the tool can be configured to 

collect arbitrary data from the system registry, INI files, WMI queries, and even obtain the results of 

running commands. This data is cached in an easy-to-use file, and any value can be read from the cache 

and written to the RMM custom fields or various Documentation Platforms such as Hudu and IT Glue. 

Overview of Audit Operation 
The audit app runs twice each day - the first execution is a “Quick Audit” and identifies platform Roles, 

Features, Services, and Applications. This allows the Daily Maintenance app to have current data to 

perform Zero-Day remediation tasks. No data is returned to the RMM platform during the Quick Audit. 

The second execution is performed after Daily Maintenance and Smart Monitors have completed and 

added their results to the cache file. Additional data is collected in this pass, and the process completes by 

updating Custom Fields in the RMM and possibly Documentation Platforms.  

Unlike the audit components on many RMM platforms, the MSP Builder audit tool is extremely fast, 

often collecting data in just 10 to 20 seconds. Endpoints with many applications or configurations that 

request a large number of custom queries or data updates could take another 45-60 seconds, but the 

complete audit and update will complete in under 2 minutes. 

The Daily Audit app will also collect additional data once each month. This information is written to log 

files “SDU_name.ext” and stored in the primary working folder (C:\ProgramData\MSPB). This 

information does not change often, so daily updates are not necessary. 

In addition to updating the cache file, certain data used to drive automation processes is also written to the 

local system’s registry. This provides a simple and effective method for virtually any RMM platform to 

retrieve this data. Many of the RMM Suite apps also use this registry data to control operation. 

Audit Capabilities 
The audit process collects a wide array of information without the need for additional scripts, including: 

• Network configuration, including wireless configuration with passwords 

• Application & version data 

• Installed hotfixes 

• System Roles and Features 

• System Services, plus services running with special accounts 

• Windows Firewall status 

• Bitlocker status and recovery keys for all disk volumes, plus TPM status and version 

• Perform custom WMI queries 

• Identify local file and print shares 

• Identify system default browser and version 

• Disk information, and identification of volume with largest free-space 

• UAC status and local admins 

• Video adapter information 

• Battery data, including remaining life 

• System Stability Index - Current, Min, Avg, Max over 30-days 
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Command-line Capabilities 
The audit tool can be invoked with command-line arguments to perform specialized tasks. Two 

parameters, in particular, can be useful for custom tasks initiated from the RMM platform. 

--F Force Collection - performs a “best effort” data collection on older platforms, such as XP 

and Server 2003. These platforms do not support all of the system calls that audit depends 

on, but audit can still obtain a fair amount of information. The RMM Suite automatically 

invokes the audit process in Force Collection mode during an initial check-in process and 

during the Monthly Audit cycles. 

--Q:item Query Item - the Audit tool will locate the requested item from the audit cache file and 

write the data value to STDOUT, where it can be captured by most RMM platforms and 

scripting languages. This allows custom procedures to obtain any audit data to make 

decisions on what or if to process. 

 

 

NB:  

Due to the extremely customizable nature of the Daily Audit tool and the speed and efficiency at which it 

operates, the Daily Audit tool should always be the first method to use when new endpoint data must be 

collected. Using external tools to collect endpoint status will place an additional load on the RMM 

platform and the endpoint and deviate from the documented standards that the RMM Suite delivers. 
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Operation 

Operation of the Audit is fully automated as part of the Daily Tasks script. The app detects the monthly 

cycle as well and initiates these additional data collections the first time the audit runs. The RMM 

platform usually performs the daily audit only on “managed” endpoints, and each RMM platform has a 

unique method for distinguishing between managed and unmanaged endpoints. From the perspective of 

the RMM Suite, we use the following definition of Managed and Unmanaged:  

Managed Endpoint - the customer expects the endpoint to be fully monitored and proactively 

maintained, including patching and operating system updates.  

Unmanaged Endpoint - the customer is one of two types:  

• Break/Fix - no proactive operations are performed on the endpoints unless the customer explicitly 

requests support. The RMM Suite will generally perform audits on these systems, but not perform 

any actions that would modify the endpoint beyond installing the management tools. No 

maintenance, monitoring, patching, or updating is performed.  

• New Managed Client in Onboarding Mode - This endpoint belongs to a customer that will 

eventually be fully managed but may be in the discovery/audit phase where the MSP is still 

reviewing the environment and preparing for any client-specific requirements. The RMM Suite 

can assist by collecting necessary audit data, but as above, will not make any significant changes 

to the endpoint. The MSP can convert the customer to Managed and allow full management to 

take effect.  

Manual Execution 
The Audit tool can be executed manually by using the following command syntax: 
%PROGRAMDATA%\MSPB\Bin\RMMKSE.EXE %PROGRAMDATA%\MSPB\Bin\RMASDU.BMS <arguments> 

No arguments are required for audit operation, but the following optional parameters are supported: 

--D Operate in DEBUG mode - additional information is logged.  

--F Force operation in “best effort” mode - used on old/unsupported platforms 

--M Pre-Maintenance audit - no RMM or documentation platform updates (implies --F) 

--Q:item Look up the specified data item from the cache and write it to Standard Output 

--U Update the RMM and documentation engine data without first performing data collection 

Most of these arguments are used only for special situations and would not be used in day-to-day 

operation. The --Q option is, however, quite useful for custom automation that must utilize audit data to 

control or augment its operation. Any data value can be returned as defined in the SYSTEMDATAQUERY 

section of the Audit.INI file. 

Configuration Files 
The Daily Audit tool utilizes a single configuration file (Audit.ini) for its operation. This is an INI-format 

file delivered from the MSPB (or private) cloud server. Configuration and customization will be 

discussed in detail in the next section of this guide. The configuration file contains information used by 

the audit application to define ids or “tags” for specific roles, features, service, and applications. These 

tags are used by the RMM to appropriately apply monitoring as well as the Daily Maintenance application 

to control which tasks are to be performed. 

By using the RMM Suite Web Management Interface, the MSP / IT team can modify the standard set of 

configuration items as well as add custom items. The RMM platform syncs asset ID data regularly, so the 

configuration parameters can be defined to override the system defaults at a client, client-site, or agent-

specific level. 
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Configuration 

The Audit.INI configuration file contains several sections that control the audit process as well as the 

resulting delivery of audit data to the RMM and Documentation platforms. There are three general types 

of data defined in the configuration file: 

• Mapping of audit data to “tags”. 

There are several such sections that work similarly but identify the collected data somewhat 

differently. These include sections for Services, Applications, and System Roles & Features. Each 

detection associates one of these items with a 3-4 character “tag” that uniquely identifies it.  

• Data Source definitions. 

This section defines a “Data Value ID” and maps it to the location where the actual data will be 

found. This section allows the audit app to return a specific value when queried or map the data to 

custom fields. 

• Data Target definitions. 

There are two such sections - one for the RMM custom fields and the other for the 

Documentation Engine data fields. They both function the same way but target different 

destinations.  

Each configuration section will be reviewed in detail in the pages that follow. 

COMMON Section 

This section defines specific operational parameters of the audit app. This section is rarely modified 

except under the direction of MSP Builder support. 

DEData=string 

For future use when communicating to Documentation Engine products such as Hudu 

and IT Glue. This contains a ciphered connection string containing the URL and 

authentication data. 

Service Defines the command to identify running services. 

ServiceFile Defines the path that contains the results of the above command. 

Share Defines the command to identify active file and print shares. 

ShareFile Defines the path that contains the results of the above command. 

Disk Defines the Tag for active file sharing - FSV 

Print Defines the Tag for active print sharing - PSV 

The following items enable and configure Application Change Alarms: 

AlarmOnApplicationChanges 

A Boolean value (default NO) that enables an alarm when changes to the installed 

applications are detected. 

AlarmOnApplicationVersionChanges 

A Boolean value (default NO) that restricts alarms (when enabled) to only Add or 

Remove actions and not Version Change actions. 

BundleAppChangeAlarms 

A Boolean value (default YES) that combines all change events into a single alarm. 

When set to NO, an alarm is generated for each unique application change. 
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COMMANDS Section 

This section defines any commands that should be executed as part of the audit process. These commands 

are usually third-party vulnerability scanners that generate either registry or file-based results that the 

audit tool can then query. The format of entries in this section is: 
CommandID=Command string with arguments 

Any number of commands can be listed and will be executed in alphabetical sequence. “CommandID” is 

any alpha-numeric text string of up to 24-characters. Assigning generic names such as “Scan-010” and 

incrementing numbers by 5 or 10 will allow other commands to be inserted at a future time.  

In order for the audit tool to obtain the results, the command must be able to write data to the system 

registry or to an INI-format file. This may require some additional scripting (VBS or PowerShell) to 

collect and store the results in an acceptable format.  

SERVICE ROLES Section 

In this section, active (running) services are found and mapped to “tags”. These tags are written to the 

audit cache file and to the RMM Suite registry where they can be referenced to control various parts of 

the automation. Services typically use a 3-character tag, although there are some exceptions (IMAP, 

SMTP, DHCP), this is one case where shorter is better. As some services might be used to define an 

application for monitoring, several services may be listed that define the same tag. Exchange Server and 

SQL server are common examples of this. The Service tagging should NOT identify an application 

version. The RMM Suite uses the Service Roles tags to apply version-agnostic monitor sets, so a simple 

tag is used.  

The format is: Service Name=TAG 

The service name is often the smallest part of the name needed to identify at least one service associated 

with an application. A common use is SQL Server, which would define a SQL tag for both the “MSSQL” 

and “SQL Server” as used by different versions of Microsoft SQL Server. 

IGNORE SERVICES Section 

The services defined in this section allow you to use generic detections above but filter out specific 

services that might have matching names but don’t actually represent the primary service you want to 

monitor. Currently, only one value is defined here by default, and it is used to exclude a “SQL Server” 

component that can be installed when SQL Server isn’t, so SQL Server monitors don’t need to be applied. 

The format is: Service Name=<Boolean> 

The value is usually “1” to ignore the named service, although “Y” and “T” are also supported. Any time 

a service is detected, the service name is checked against this list. If the name exists here, the tag will not 

be added to the list of detected Services and Roles. 

APP VERSION ROLES Section 

This is the section where specific application versions are identified. These tags are used primarily to 

perform application-version-specific maintenance tasks through the Daily Maintenance application. The 

tag format here is slightly different and longer as well. The tag will identify both the application and the 

version found, using a 2-3 character App ID plus a 2-digit version ID. Thus, an application like SQL 

Server might be represented as “SQS##”, where “##” represents the key version identifier. SQL 2016 

would be tagged as “SQS16”. 

The format is: Application Name Version #.#=TAG## 

The RMM Suite provides tag mapping for many popular applications and adds more as appropriate. We 

recommend that you request we add new versions to the standard set before adding custom entries, 

reservice the custom entries for specialty Line of Business applications that aren’t commonly deployed. 
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IGNORE APP-VER ROLES Section 

Similar in purpose to the IGNORE SERVICES section, this allows you to specifically exclude 

applications from detection and tagging. This is useful when a server component has multiple services or 

service names, but the client application does not need to be detected. 

The format is: Application Name=<Boolean> 

MSP SERVICE ROLES and MSP APP VERSION ROLES Sections 

These are two sections that mirror the configuration of the standard sections defined above but will direct 

the tag data to the System Data field instead of the System Roles field. Since most RMM platforms 

impose a character length limit on the custom fields, the System Roles and standard Role detection 

sections should be reserved for RMM Suite automation. The System Data and MSP Role detection 

section allows custom tagging to be defined to target filtering and reporting rather than automation, 

without impacting the automation functionality. As the format is identical to the standard sections, no 

further documentation will be provided. 

SYSTEM ROLES Section 

This section defines the standard Microsoft Role and Feature IDs and maps them to appropriate tags. This 

section is not customizable and is maintained by MSP Builder. 

The format is: #.##=TAG 

The “#.##” represents the primary Role or Feature and sub-component. This information is obtained via a 

system call. Information is available from Microsoft at: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/cc280268(v=vs.85).aspx  

SYSTEMDATAQUERY Section 

Probably the most powerful and complex configuration feature of the audit tool, this section maps a 

“ValueID” to the location where its data is located. This section contains many pre-defined ValueID 

parameters that define where most of the audit data is located. In fact, the only standard data that audit 

collects that isn’t defined here are “multi” values, such as individually named hotfixes, and the monthly 

audit data stored in report files. 

There are seven (7) distinct data source options available. These represent various sections in the audit 

cache file SysInfo.ini, the system registry, WMI queries, or an arbitrary INI file.  

The format is: ValueID=Data Definition 

The “Data Definition” is semi-colon delimited and includes a source ID plus any additional parameters 

needed to precisely define the data location. In the sections below, the variable data is shown in italics 

while the Source ID is shown in bold. The Source ID must be typed exactly as shown, while the variable 

data will depend on what is being requested. 

The “ValueID” can be any text value containing alpha and numeric values. It may not contain spaces or 

punctuation of any kind. ValueIDs must be unique. If a duplicate ValueID is defined, the result will be 

unpredictable. 

SYSINFO Data 
ValueID01=SI;KeyName 

The data represented by ValueID01 is read from the sysinfo.ini audit cache file’s SYSINFO section, 

KeyName key.  

The SYSINFO section contains information about the audit app, the RMM platform’s representation of 

the agent, and the output of the SystemInfo.exe command. This provides a wealth of information about 

the hardware and operating system. A list of Hotfixes is also part of this section. 
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RMMINFO Data 
ValueID02=RI;KeyName 

The data represented by ValueID02 is read from the sysinfo.ini audit cache file’s RMMINFO section, 

KeyName key. 

RMMINFO contains data collected by the Audit application as well as data from Maintenance tools and 

Smart Monitors. Essential data in this section includes: 

• Collection time - how long the audit process required to complete its tasks 

• Antivirus/Security software status 

• System Default Browser and Version 

• Windows License Activation Status 

• UAC Status 

• TPM status/version 

• Bitlocker status and recovery key data for each volume 

• Drive space data for each local drive, plus identification of volume with most free space 

• List of local admin account names 

• Video, Network, and WiFi adapter data 

• System Roles and System Data tags 

• Firewall status 

• Battery Configuration and Life 

• System Stability Index (current, min/avg/max over last 30 days) 

SWINFO Data 
ValueID03=SW;KeyName 

The data represented by ValueID03 is read from the sysinfo.ini audit cache file’s SWINFO section, 

KeyName key. 

This section contains a list of every reported application as a comma-delimited list of Version and Vendor 

Name. This section is best used in conjunction with automation that can enumerate the KeyNames in this 

section. Each KeyName represents the application name, while the data contains the version and vendor 

name. 

WMIINFO Data 
ValueID04=WMI;Group;Object 

This type of definition works a bit differently than others in this section. When the audit data-collection 

stage runs, it scans the SYSTEMDATAQUERY items for any ValueIDs with a “WMI” tag. It makes a 

WMI query to the named group and returns the specified object data. The data is written to the 

WMIINFO section of SysInfo.ini using the ValueID=Data format. There can be multiple values returned 

for the object class and these would be written as a comma-delimited list.  

This method requires an understanding of the timing - the WMI Query is performed first during the data 

collection stage, with the results stored to the WMIINFO section of the SysInfo.ini cache file, and the 

queries are read from the WMIINFO section during the data update stage. 

Registry Data 
ValueID05=REG;Path;Value 

ValueID06=REG64;Path;Value 

Data values can be read directly from any registry path using the REG or REG64 Source ID. These both 

read a value from a registry path, the only difference is whether SysWOW redirection is enabled or not. 

The REG64 disables redirection, so the path is read as defined. The REG command reads the value from 
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the redirected path. In most cases, the REG command will perform as expected without the need to handle 

the redirection process. 

INI File Data 
ValueID07=REG;FilePath;Section;Key 

Information can be read directly from any INI-format file using the “INI” Source ID. FilePath defines an 

explicit file path to the INI file to be read; Section defines the section to query, and Key defines the key to 

return the data value from. 

CFMAP Section 

The CFMAP section defines the custom field names used in the RMM platform and defines the data that 

will be written to them. The syntax for these definitions is Custom Field Name=Content Spec. 

“Custom Field Name” must appear exactly as it is defined in the RMM Platform. If the defined name 

can’t be matched, no data will be written, and an error will be logged. 

“Content Spec” defines the data to be written to the custom field. This can be any ValueID from the 

SYSTEMDATAQUERY section, written in the form of a macro (&ValueID&) along with optional text. 

This permits one or more values to be written to a single custom field, and when multiple values are 

written, each can be identified. 

To specify a ValueID to write to the custom field, simply locate the ValueID from the 

SYSTEMDATAQUERY section. ValueIDs are on the left side of the equal sign. The right side of the 

equal sign defines where the data will be obtained from. Once you select a ValueID, surround the 

ValueID name with ampersands. Here are two examples, first with a single value and then multiple values 

with static text: 

Computer Description=&ComputerDescription& 

The “Computer Description” custom field will contain the data found in the “srvcomment” value in the 

HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\services\LanmanServer\Parameters registry path. 

WiFi Driver=Name: &WiFiDriverName& Ver: &WiFiDriverVersion& 

The “WiFi Driver” custom field will be populated with the data from two separate ValueIDs. Each data 

value will be prefaced with the data type, first “Name:” and then “Ver:”. The result will be something 

like: “Name: Cisco Air Wireless Ver: 1.23.456”. 

Selecting a WMI List Item 

A WMI query can return a list of values. For example, requesting the DiskPartition Size will return a list 

of sizes of each disk partition. By default, the entire list will be written to the Custom Field. If you want 

to write just one of the values, you must specify the offset of the value you want. The first value in a list 

has an offset of 0 (zero), the next has an offset of 1, and so on.  

The macro representing the ValueID for offset 1 would take the form “&ValueID:1&”. This will first get 

the list of values from “ValueID” and then select the data from offset position 1. 

DEMAP Section (development) 

DEMAP works exactly the same as CFMAP, except that it will update a supported and configured 

Documentation Engine such as Hudu or IT Glue. This section can use the same values as custom fields, 

different values, or a combination thereof. Since this works exactly as above, the information will not be 

repeated here. 
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Administration 

Administration typically consists of defining new lookup values, associating values with tags, and writing 

the results of the audit to custom fields or documentation engine fields. All customization is performed 

through the MSP Builder website. Access to the configuration interface requires a login as well as prior 

authorization from the RMM Suite customer. 

Testing Configurations 

The audit tool can be invoked manually on an administrator’s workstation to test whether the correct data 

is being read. The Audit.INI file can be edited locally to define the parameters. After saving the changes, 

execute the Audit application and check the results. If they work as expected, the updates can be made on 

the MSP Builder web management portal. 

The Audit application can be invoked manually by opening a command prompt, navigating to the 

%PROGRAMDATA%\MSPB folder and then running “rsrun rmasdu”. The logs\RMASDU_#-

DAY.log file will be updated with the results, and the Custom Field or documentation engine can be 

checked for the updates. 

Defining New Audit Values 
New Audit Values are needed when you need to collect information not available in the default 

configuration. This could be a WMI query, a registry read, or an INI file read.  

Using the web management interface at www.mspbuilder.com, select the Audit configuration file. Locate 

the SYSTEMDATAQUERY section and click the Add button. Define the ValueID - the system will 

verify that the ValueID is unique before proceeding. Select a Data Source from the drop-down list. Note 

that you can choose the SI, RI, and SW sections - you might do this when you need a secondary value not 

available in the default settings, such as a second hard disk. Normally, you will be defining something 

unique to your environment, so the REG, INI, and WMI data sources are most commonly used. 

REG Data Source 

The REG data source requires a full registry path and value. Any registry path should be accessible as the 

Audit runs in the SYSTEM user context. As such, the HKCU (Current User) will not be what you see in 

RegEdit while logged in!  

Syntax: ValueID=REG;HKLM\SOFTWARE\APP\Section;ValueName 

When ValueID is referenced, the Registry is read using the defined path:value and the resulting data is 

returned.  

INI Data Source 

Any INI file data can be retrieved and made available to the RMM platform by using the INI Data Source 

type.  

Syntax: ValueID=INI;C:\folder\file.ini;SECT_NAME;KeyName 

The INI file in the defined location is queried to return the SECTION:Key data value. 

WMI Data Source 

A WMI query can be defined and executed during the audit collection phase. The resulting data is saved 

to the SysInfo.ini cache file in the WMIINFO section using the ValueID as the Key name. 

Syntax: ValueID=WMI;Collection;ObjectName 

When this Data Source is referenced in a custom field definition, the data obtained during the collection 

phase is obtained from the key in the WMIINFO section corresponding to the ValueID. 
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Defining Audit Value Tags 
Tags allow you to customize the automation of the RMM Suite components. Each tag represents a system 

component such as an OS Role or Feature, a Service, or an Application (and version). We recommend 

keeping tags short - 3 to 4 characters. When audit objects are matched, the tags are written, space-

delimited, to a custom field. Custom fields have length limits, so longer tags will reduce the number of 

objects that can be detected and reported on. 

There are two general forms of tags - generic and version-specific. A generic tag is used to report the 

presence of a component. This is used to drive monitoring and updating. For example, the generic tags 

QBK and IIS will apply monitors for QuickBooks and IIS and might also drive generic updating of 

QuickBooks. There would likely be a version-specific tag for QuickBooks as well, such as QB19. This 

would report that QuickBooks 2019 was installed and could help to identify which machines were 

running outdated or vulnerable software. This could also perform maintenance tasks based on where a 

specific application and version were installed without needing to create many custom configurations. 

Version-specific tags are also at the core of using Daily Maintenance to quickly detect and resolve zero-

day vulnerabilities. Since Audit performs the Role, Service, and Application tagging prior to 

maintenance, it is easy to define a tag to identify a specific application version in need of an update. The 

application is detected, maintenance then runs tasks that are tied to the specific tags to perform the 

remediation. When maintenance completes, the full audit runs, finding the updated version and removing 

the tag that represented the vulnerable version. 

There are two sections that can have custom tags defined - SERVICE ROLES and APP VERSION 

ROLES.  

SERVICE ROLES 

As the name implies, this section will map Service Names to Role Tags. You can run “NET START” to 

retrieve a list of active service names. You should use enough of the service name to be properly detected. 

The service name is identified by a partial match, so if you have several services that are part of an 

application you want to detect, you can list just the common part of the service name. Microsoft 

Exchange is typical of this - there are many services that make up the application, but they could be 

deployed across multiple servers. You could define “Microsoft Exchange=EXC” to detect any system 

with any exchange component, and then add “Microsoft Exchange MTA=MTA” to also identify specific 

components that are installed. In this example, if “Microsoft Exchange MTA” was the only service 

present, the audit would register both the EXC and MTA tags.  

This flexibility can potentially result in false detections by mapping to services that are related to the 

application but are used on client-side applications that don’t need to be monitored. To accommodate this, 

the IGNORE SERVICES section can be used. Adding a specific service name to this section will prevent 

it from generating a tag when it would otherwise match based on part of the name. This section uses the 

following format to define service names that should be excluded from tagging. 

Full Service Name=1 

The actual value on the right of the equal sign is unimportant but cannot be blank. We recommend simply 

using a value of “1” because it evaluates to “true” and is easy to define. The web management interface 

will not allow you to define a value, so this is needed only when manually creating a physical INI file for 

testing your configuration. 

APP VERSION ROLES 

Similar in operation to Service Roles, this section defines the application and version text and associates it 

to a specific tag. The SysInfo.ini file, SWINFO section should be examined after an audit has run to 

identify the Application version string to use here. 
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Defining Custom Field Mapping 
The RMM Suite allows complex mapping of audit data and arbitrary text to custom fields. The CFMAP 

section of the Audit.ini file contains a list of custom field names and content specifiers. The custom field 

names must exactly match the name used by the RMM platform. Names that don’t match will be logged 

as an error. 

Each custom field definition has a content specification, which can contain one or more “macros” that 

represent Value IDs defined in the SYSTEMDATAQUERY Section. A macro is defined when a Value 

ID is surrounded with ampersand (“&”) characters. If a macro is defined that does not match a Value ID, 

an “<INVALID MACRO>” message will be written instead of any data. When certain values do not 

contain data, “N/A” will be written to indicate that data is not available.  

Here is an example of a single value written to a custom field: 
TPM Status=&TpmStatus& 

We can see the macro “&TpmStatus&” is defined. This causes the system to look for this Value ID in the 

SYSTEMDATAQUERY section. The “TpmStatus” definition holds “RI;TPM Status”, which tells 

the Audit tool to read the SysInfo.ini file, RMMINFO section, TPM Status key and obtain the data stored 

there. This might load the TPM Status custom field with “Disabled” or “Enabled (2.0)”, depending on 

what the TPM status and version was on the local agent. 

Custom fields can also contain arbitrary text, which can be used to define the data being written. This is 

useful when writing more than one value to a custom field. In this example, we would load a single 

custom field called “WiFi Driver” with the name and version data found by the audit. 
WiFi Driver=Name: &WiFiDriverName& Ver: &WiFiDriverVersion& 

This works in the same way as the single macro form, but you can see that this definition includes the text 

“Name:” and “Ver:” to clearly identify the two values.  

Creating Custom Definitions 

To create a completely unique Custom Field definition, you would: 

1. Create the custom field in the RMM platform 

2. Create a Data Definition in the SYSTEMDATAQUERY section that consisted of a Value ID 

name and the parameters to define where the data is located. 

3. Create a CFMAP entry that maps the new custom field name created in step 1 to the Value ID 

defined in step 2.  

When the audit next runs, the data defined by the Value ID will be read and then written to the custom 

field in the RMM.  

The custom field write method is selected automatically based on the RMM you are using. 

Documentation Engine Updates (FUTURE USE) 

Documentation Engines, such as Hudu and IT Glue, can be updated in the same manner as RMM Custom 

Fields. You must generate an authentication token to define the D-E type, URL, and authentication. The 

Audit tool will establish an API session with the Documentation Engine and update the specified data 

field name with the data referenced by the Value ID macro. Depending on the D-E platform used, updates 

will be made based on the agent GUID or identifier. No additional configuration is needed for this update 

to function. 
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Appendix I: Default Audit.ini content 

The Common section defines several internal operations and should not be modified without consulting 

MSP Builder support. 

[COMMON] 

DEData=[TOKEN] (CUSTOMER_SPECIFIC, provided by MSP Builder) 

Service=net start | find "   " 

ServiceFile=%TEMP%\Services.txt 

Share=net view \\localhost 

ShareFile=%TEMP%\Shares.txt 

Disk=FSV 

Print=PSV 

AlarmOnApplicationChanges=N 

AlarmOnApplicationVersionChanges=N 

BundleAppChangeAlarms=Y 

 

This section defines commands to run, usually to perform security and vulnerability detections. The 

commands must write the results to either the system registry or an INI-format file to be accessible to the 

Audit application. 

[COMMANDS] 

; arbitrary list of commands to run during the audit. These should write to registry 

or INI files. The results can be read via definitions in the SYSTEMDATAQUERY section. 

;CommandID=Command String with Arguments. 

; CommandID is up to 24-chars alpha-numeric, no spaces or punctuation allowed, 

; dash/underscore chars are allowed. 

 

This section maps (partial) service names to identity tags. 

[SERVICE ROLES] 

MSP Builder ITP Supervisor=ITP 

ITP_Supervisor=ITP 

SQL Server=SQL 

MSSQL=SQL 

Microsoft Exchange System Att=EXC 

Microsoft Exchange Transport=EXC 

Microsoft Exchange Active Dire=EXC 

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol=SMTP 

Microsoft Exchange MTA Stacks=MTA 

Microsoft Exchange IMAP4=IMAP 

Microsoft Exchange POP3=POP3 

Microsoft ISA Server Control=ISA 

Internet Authentication Service=IAS 

DNS Server=DNS 

DHCP Server=DHCP 

Windows Internet Name Service=WINS 

World Wide Web Publishing Service=IIS 

ColdFusion=CFS  

MSSQL$SHAREPOINT=SPS 

Backup Exec Server=BEX 

BrightStor ARCserve Backup=ARC 

BrightStor Job Engine=ARC 

Independent Management Architecture=CTX 

Secure Gateway=CSG 

Web Interface=CWI 

Terminal Services=TSA 

Terminal Server Licensing=TSL 

BlackBerry=BES 

ver | Small Business=SBS 

Symantec System Center=SSC 

AVG TCP Server Service=AVG 

Symantec AntiVirus=SAV 

Norton AntiVirus=NAV 
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Sophos Anti-Virus=SOAV 

Trend Micro Server Protect=TMSP 

Symantec AntiVirus for Exchange=SAEX 

Symantec AntiVirus for SMTP Gateways=SASG 

Backup Exec Continuous Protection Web Restore Backend=BECP 

VMware VirtualCenter Server=VMVC 

SharePoint=SPS 

Kaseya Network Monitor Gateway=KNMG 

AltiGen Switch Gateway Server=ALTI 

Microsoft Azure AD Sync=AZR 

Azure AD Connect Health Sync=AZR 

Windows Azure Guest Agent=AZR 

Windows Azure Network Agent=AZR 

 

These are specific service names that should not permit a tag to be defined. 

[IGNORE SERVICES] 

SQL Server VSS Writer=1 

 

The definitions here map a partial application name and version string to a specific app-version tag. 

[APP VERSION ROLES] 

; Note that the Generic and Version Specific roles should NOT contain similar text! 

; See Veeam as an example - the generic Role ID is "VBS" while the version-specific 

roles are "VBR##". 

LogMeIn -=LMI 

;Exchange - need to check for both long and short version formats 

Microsoft Exchange Server - 15.2.=EX19 

Microsoft Exchange Server - 15.02.=EX19 

Microsoft Exchange Server - 15.1.=EX16 

Microsoft Exchange Server - 15.01.=EX16 

Microsoft Exchange Server - 15.0.=EX13 

Microsoft Exchange Server - 15.00.=EX13 

Microsoft Exchange Server - 14=EX10 

Microsoft Exchange Server - 8=EX07 

Microsoft Exchange Server - 6.5=EX03 

MaxCommunicator=MXC 

MaxCommunicator 6.5 Update1 - 6.51=MC65 

MaxCommunicator 8.5 - 8.50=MC85 

MozyPro=MZY 

MySQL Server=MYS 

MySQL Server 5.5 - 5.5=MSS55 

MySQL Server 5.6 - 5.6=MSS56 

MySQL Server 5.7 - 5.7=MSS57 

QuickBooks -=QBK 

QuickBooks - 20.0=QB20 

QuickBooks - 21.0=QB21 

QuickBooks - 22.0=QB22 

QuickBooks - 23.0=QB23 

QuickBooks - 24.0=QB24 

QuickBooks - 25.0=QB25 

QuickBooks - 26.0=QB26 

QuickBooks - 27.0=QB27 

SQL Server 2019 Database Engine Services=SQS19 

SQL Server 2017 Database Engine Services=SQS17 

SQL Server 2016 Database Engine Services=SQS16 

SQL Server 2014 Database Engine Services=SQS14 

SQL Server 2012 Database Engine Services=SQS12 

SQL Server 2008 R2 SP2 Database Engine Services=SQS08 

SQL Server 2008 R2 SP1 Database Engine Services=SQS08 

SQL Server 2008 Database Engine Services=SQS08 

SQL Server 2005 Express Edition=SQS05 

VMware vCenter Server -=VCS 

VMware vCenter Server - 5.1=VVC51 

VMware vCenter Server - 5.5=VVC55 
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VMware vCenter Server - 6.0=VVC60 

VMware vCenter Server - 6.5=VVC65 

Veeam Backup & Replication Server=VBS 

Veeam Backup & Replication Server - 9.5=VBR95 

Veeam Backup & Replication Server - 9.0=VBR90 

Dell SupportAssist=DSA 

Dell SupportAssist - 2.0.1=DSA20 

Dell SupportAssist - 3.2=DSA32 

 

These are application names that should not create an app-version tag definition.  

[IGNORE APP-VER ROLES] 

LogMeIn Client=1 

 

The following two sections allow the MSP to collect reporting information in a method identical to the 

above, except that it will not exceed the capacity of the System Roles custom field and potentially affect 

monitoring or maintenance tasks. The "System Data" custom field, which can then be used for 

consolidated reporting or alternate control purposes. 

Codes defined in these sections CAN duplicate the codes above, even if they have different meaning, as 

they will be stored in a different field. 

; NO DATA BY DEFAULT - Arbitrary list 

[MSP SERVICE ROLES] 

 

[MSP APP VERSION ROLES] 

 

This section defines the mapping of the Value ID to the data source. This content is sorted by the data 

source type. 

; Identify every STANDARD data value. Additional custom values can be defined. 

[SYSTEMDATAQUERY] 

;SYSINFO section 

Collector=SI;Collector 

BIOSVer=SI;BIOS Version 

BootTime=SI;System Boot Time 

HostName=SI;Host Name 

OSName=SI;OS Name 

OSVer=SI;OS Version 

OSMfg=SI;OS Manufacturer 

OSCfg=SI;OS Configuration 

OSBldType=SI;OS Build Type 

ProdID=SI;Product ID 

InstDate=SI;Original Install Date 

SysMfg=SI;System Manufacturer 

SysModel=SI;System Model 

SysType=SI;System Type 

HWCPUCnt=SI;Processor Count 

HWCPU01=SI;Processor_01 

HWTotPhyRam=SI;Total Physical Memory 

HWAvlPhyRam=SI;Available Physical Memory 

HWVirtMem=SI;Virtual Memory 

WinDir=SI;Windows Directory 

SysDir=SI;System Directory 

BootDev=SI;Boot Device 

SysLocale=SI;System Locale 

InpLocale=SI;Input Locale 

TimeZone=SI;Time Zone 

Pagefile=SI;Page File Location Count 

Domain=SI;Domain 

LServer=SI;Logon Server 

UptimeDays=SI;UptimeDays 

 

;RMMINFO Section 
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CollectTime=RI;DataCollectionSeconds 

ActivationStatus=RI;WindowsActivation 

AVSoftware=RI;Antivirus Product 

AVStatus=RI;Antivirus Status 

FWStatus=RI;FirewallStatus 

BatteryStatus=RI;Battery_Status 

BatteryMfg=RI;Battery_Manufacturer 

BatterySerNo=RI;Battery_SerialNo 

BatteryMfgDate=RI;Battery_MfgDate 

BatteryChem=RI;Battery_Chemistry 

BatteryDesignCap=RI;Battery_DesignCapacity 

BatteryFCCap=RI;Battery_FCCapacity 

BatteryCycleCnt=RI;Battery_CycleCount 

BatteryRunTime=RI;Battery_CurrentRunTime 

BatteryLife=RI;Battery_RemainingLife 

BitlockerStatus=RI;BitlockerStatus 

BitlockerRID=RI;BL_RIDent_C 

BitlockerPWD=RI;BL_RPass_C 

TpmStatus=RI;TPM Status 

TpmState=RI;TPM State 

TpmVer=RI;TPM Version 

DskVol_C=RI;Dsk_Volume_C 

DskFS_C=RI;Dsk_FileSystem_C 

DskCapy_C=RI;Dsk_Capacity_C 

DskFree_C=RI;Dsk_FreeSpace_C 

DskMostFree=RI;MostFreeSpace 

DskLocalVols=RI;LocalDrives 

DskShadowCopy=RI;DrivesWithShadowCopy 

SysDefBrowser=RI;DefaultBrowser 

LclAdmins=RI;LocalAdmins 

LastUserFullName=RI;UserFullName 

UserIsAdmin=RI;UserIsAdmin 

UACEnabled=RI;WindowsUacEnabled 

SystemRoles=RI;SystemRoles 

SystemData=RI;SystemData 

SSI-Current=RI;SSI-Current 

SSI-Low=RI;SSI-Low 

SSI-Average=RI;SSI-Average 

SSI-High=RI;SSI-High 

NICCount=RI;Network Card Count 

NIC_0_Desc=RI;NIC_0-Adapter_Description 

NIC_0_Mfg=RI;NIC_0-Manufacturer 

NIC_0_Driver=RI;NIC_0-DriverVersion 

NIC_0_DHCP=RI;NIC_0-DHCP_Enabled 

NIC_0_IPCfg=RI;NIC_0-IPConfig 

NIC_0_DNS=RI;NIC_0-DNSServerlist 

NIC_0_Name=RI;NIC_0-InterfaceName 

NIC_0_MAC=RI;NIC_0-MACAddress 

NIC_0_Speed=RI;NIC_0-Speed+Duplex_text 

NIC_1_Desc=RI;NIC_1-Adapter_Description 

NIC_1_Mfg=RI;NIC_1-Manufacturer 

NIC_1_Driver=RI;NIC_1-DriverVersion 

NIC_1_DHCP=RI;NIC_1-DHCP_Enabled 

NIC_1_IPCfg=RI;NIC_1-IPConfig 

NIC_1_DNS=RI;NIC_1-DNSServerlist 

NIC_1_Name=RI;NIC_1-InterfaceName 

NIC_1_MAC=RI;NIC_1-MACAddress 

NIC_1_Speed=RI;NIC_1-Speed+Duplex_text 

VideoAdapterName=RI;VideoAdapterName 

VideoAdapterModeDesc=RI;VideoAdapterModeDesc 

VideoAdapterRAM=RI;VideoAdapterRAM 

VideoAdapterRefresh=RI;VideoAdapterRefreshRate 

VideoAdapterProcessor=RI;VideoAdapterProcessor 

VideoAdapterDriverDate=RI;VideoAdapterDriverDate 

VideoAdapterDriverVer=RI;VideoAdapterDriverVer 
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WiFiRadioTypes=RI;WiFiRadioTypes 

WiFiIntfName=RI;WiFiInterfaceName 

WiFiDriverName=RI;WiFiDriverName 

WiFiDriverVer=RI;WiFiDriverVersion 

 

; WMIINFO Section 

PartitionID=WMI;Win32_DiskPartition;DeviceID 

PartitionBoot=WMI;Win32_DiskPartition;Bootable 

PartitionSize=WMI;Win32_DiskPartition;Size 

SerialNumber=WMI;Win32_SystemEnclosure;SerialNumber 

 

; SWINFO Section - no defaults, all custom references. 

;Name=SW;KeyName 

 

; Direct Registry queries 

ComputerDescription=REG;HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\services\LanmanSer

ver\Parameters;srvcomment 

LastMaint=REG;HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\RMM\Maintenance;LastMaintRan 

LastSRP=REG;HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\RMM\Maintenance;LastSRPDate 

SystemSKU=REG;HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\HARDWARE\DESCRIPTION\System\BIOS;SystemSKU 

SystemBuild=REG;HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows 

NT\CurrentVersion;ReleaseId 

VulnStatus_IntelCPU=REG64;HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Intel\Setup and Configuration 

Software\INTEL-SA-00086 Discovery Tool\System Status;System Risk 

Windows_Edition=REG;HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows 

NT\CurrentVersion;EditionId 

PublicIP_Current=REG;HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\RMM;PublicIP_Current 

PublicIP_Prior=REG;HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\RMM;PublicIP_Prior 

PublicIP_LastChange=REG;HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\RMM;PublicIP_LastChange 

; 

;This reads a ciphered password created by the LAUSER Maintenance command and 

deciphers it. This can then be written to a custom field or other external app. 

SEC_<name>=REG;HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\RMM;SEC_PHASH_name 

 

 

This is the section that maps a custom field name or ID to the contents. The contents are the Value IDs 

from the SYSTEMDATAQUERY section represented as “macros” - the names are surrounded by 

ampersand (“&”) characters. Multiple macros as well as plain text can be placed into the custom field. 

[CFMAP] 

System Roles=&SystemRoles& 

System Data=&SystemData& 

Computer Description=&ComputerDescription& 

System SKU=&SystemSKU& 

Install Date=&InstDate& 

Build_Number=&SystemBuild& 

Windows_Edition=&Windows_Edition& 

Windows Activation Status=&ActivationStatus& 

Vuln Status=Intel: &VulnStatus_IntelCPU& 

Bitlocker Status=&BitlockerStatus& 

TPM Status=&TpmStatus& 

Default Browser=&SysDefBrowser& 

Firewall_Status=&FWStatus& 

ShadowCopy Enabled On=&DskShadowCopy& 

Last User Full Name=&LastUserFullName& 

User Is Local Admin=&UserIsAdmin& 

UAC Enabled=&UACEnabled& 

System Roles=&SystemRoles& 

System Data=&SystemData& 

Last Maintenance Ran=&LastMaint& 

Last System Restore Point=&LastSRP& 

Days Since Last Reboot=&UptimeDays& 

LocalDrive Most Free=&DskMostFree& 

Antivirus Software=&AVSoftware& 

Antivirus Status=&AVStatus& 
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Video Adapter Name=&VideoAdapterName& 

Video Adapter Info=Mode: &VideoAdapterModeDesc& RAM: &VideoAdapterRAM& Refresh: 

&VideoAdapterRefresh& GPU: &VideoAdapterProcessor& Driver: &VideoAdapterDriverVer& / 

&VideoAdapterDriverDate& 

WiFi Adapter=Name: &WiFiIntfName& Radio Types: &WiFiRadioTypes& 

WiFi Driver=Name: &WiFiDriverName& Ver: &WiFiDriverVersion& 

 

 

Optional - The same format as above but updates the defined documentation engine instead of custom 

fields. 

[DEMAP] 

 

NB: This feature is in development and not currently available. 


